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1d.

The Predicate
Predicates

Every sentence has two basic parts: the subject and the predicate.

The predicate of a sentence tells something about the subject.

EXAMPLES Tomasina recycles paper and plastic. [The predicate tells something
about the subject, Tomasina.]
Was the friendly dragon named Scaly? [The predicate tells something
about the subject, the friendly dragon.]

EXERCISE A Underline the predicate in each of the following sentences.

Example 1. Brandon was eating cereal for breakfast. [Was eating cereal for breakfast tells something

about Brandon.]

1. The crunchy cereal suddenly popped! [What words tell something about the crunchy cereal?]

2. Each piece of cereal contained starch.

3. Inside the starch were air pockets.

4. In the milk, the starch became wet.

5. The air pockets then exploded with a pop.

Complete Predicates and Simple Predicates

The complete predicate consists of a verb and all the words that describe the verb and com-
plete its meaning. The predicate usually comes after the subject. Sometimes, however, part or
all of the predicate comes before the subject.

EXAMPLES Carefully, Sandra worked the math problem. [Part of the predicate,
Carefully, comes before the subject.]
Beneath the surface swam goldfish. [All of the predicate comes before
the subject.]

The simple predicate, or verb, is the main word or word group in the complete predicate.

EXAMPLES Fran mailed the birthday card. [Mailed the birthday card tells something
about Fran. The main word in the complete predicate is mailed.]
Liang has kicked the ball through the goal!  [Has kicked the ball through the
goal tells something about Liang. The main word group in the complete
predicate is has kicked.]

The simple predicate may be a single verb or a verb phrase. A verb phrase is a verb with one
or more helping verbs.

EXAMPLES Glenn practiced his solo. [single verb]
Has he been practicing for half an hour?  [verb phrase]

1e.
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The words not and never and the contraction –n’t are not verbs. In the sentence Cheryl
wasn’t happy, the verb is was. The contraction n’t is not part of the verb.

EXERCISE B Underline the complete predicate once in each of the following sentences. Then, draw a
second line under the simple predicate (the verb). Hint: Remember that not, n’t, and never are not verbs.

Example 1. Was a secret room behind the wall?  [Was behind the wall asks something about a secret

room. Was is the main word in the complete predicate.]

6. Katie reads books about science fiction and adventure. [Which words tell something about Katie?

Which word is the main word in the complete predicate?]

7. Michelle has never been a judge for the art contest.

8. Before the soccer game, the players stretched.

9. Through the dense forest bends a narrow, rippling brook.

10. Were the children laughing at the silly cartoon?

Compound Verbs

A compound verb consists of two or more verbs that are joined by a connecting word and that
have the same subject.

A connecting word such as and or but joins the parts of a compound verb.

EXAMPLES We shouted and cheered for our team. [Shouted and cheered both tell some-
thing about We.]
Pete had tossed the basketball but had missed the basket. [Had tossed and
had missed tell something about Pete.]

EXERCISE C Underline each part of the compound verb in the following sentences. Hint: Do not 
underline the connecting word that joins the parts of the verb.

Example 1. Mom was walking along the beach and talking with people.  [Was walking and talking

tell something about Mom.]

11. We enjoyed our family vacation and will remember it fondly. [Which words are the main words

in the complete predicate?]

12. My older brother Carlos surfed the big waves or read a book.

13. I fished a few times but caught nothing.

14. In the evenings, we took walks, told stories, or sang songs.

15. Will your family go to the beach this summer or hike in the mountains?

NOTE 
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6 HOLT HANDBOOK Introductory Course
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